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is divided into four major sections, including four chapters on
acquired demyelinating neuropathies, six chapters on neuropathies
in the context of systemic disease, four chapters on specific topics in
which recent scientific advances have been made, and five in which
diagnosis and management are the focus, including a useful chapter
on neuropathic pain. 

The authors, international experts in their fields, derived from the
United States and Europe, and this makes for authoritative writing.
The discussion in the clinically directed chapters is usually
comprehensive without being overly detailed, and appropriate for
the target reader described in the preface. The strongest chapters are
those on immune mediated neuropathies, with a good discussion of
clinical features and management issues, as well as some basic
science. The chapter on multifocal motor neuropathy features a
unique and comprehensive literature review.

As a reference work, the chapter on genetic advances in
polyneuropathy is not surprisingly already out of date, failing to
mention advances such as identification of EGR2 mutations as a
cause of CMT1 and Dejerine Sottas Syndrome, as well as
identification of several new CMT2 genetic loci, including the P0
mutation and mutation in the neurofilament light chain protein. It is
surprising that in a book published in 2001 there would be no
significant referenced contributions to this topic beyond 1996. Also,
despite full chapters dedicated to detailed discussion of such
relatively rare entities as Lyme neuritis and Multifocal Motor
Neuropathy, there is no significant discussion of clinical issues in
important genetic neuropathies such as CMT1 and 2 and HNPP.
Similarly, amyloid neuropathy and leprosy get very brief mention. In
the chapter on diabetic neuropathy there is only a very minimal
discussion of immune suppressive treatment for patients with
diabetic polyradiculoneuropathy (diabetic amyotrophy) despite an
increasing tendency to treat these patients with immune modulating
therapy. The reader looking for a starting point to review small fiber
neuropathy, autonomic neuropathy or idiopathic neuropathy will not
find much. 

Overall, this volume is a manageable size for the interested
reader and authoritatively written. It does not attempt to be a
comprehensive reference work. The clinical and scientific chapters
on immune mediated neuropathies are particularly strong and
probably could serve as a first reference for the clinician needing to
review quickly a topic in these aspects of peripheral neuropathy.

Gyl Midroni
Toronto, Ontario
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Those familiar with previous editions of this book will recognize
that the format has been essentially preserved and most tables and
figures have been used again. Much of the wording is the same as
previous editions. I would caution anyone looking at this book and
recognizing the considerable similarities to previous editions not to
make the error in believing that there is little new here. Obviously,
techniques and knowledge that have stood the test of time do not
need to be changed. Some sections have been moved to other
chapters or have become the content of new chapters. Importantly,
there has been a careful editing of the content, removal of older and

less pertinent references, and the inclusion of a remarkable number
of new references that have been nicely worked into the classical
discussions that made previous editions of this book so easy to read
and use.

There have been several topic additions to the content of existing
chapters. New sections within chapters include the discussions of
expert systems and quality development and preparation of needle
electrodes (Chapter 3). The section on nerve injury (Chapter 4) has
been significantly revised to incorporate new knowledge of nerve
regeneration. Chapter 5, “Principles and Variations of Nerve
Conduction Studies” has been updated to include discussions on
other physiological variables that might affect nerve conduction
including maturation, aging and height and there has been added a
useful and needed section on autonomic nervous system studies. 

Chapter 6, “Assessment of Individual Nerves”, includes
discussions on several nerves not previously considered including
the pudendal nerve, posterior femoral cutaneous nerve, medial
femoral cutaneous nerve, and the dorsal nerve of the penis. The
author does discuss direct spinal root stimulation using a deep
needle stimulating electrode but he does not discuss direct external
spinal root stimulation using a low output impedance simulator that
is a very useful and reproducible technique. This may reflect the fact
that this simulator is not approved for use in the United States where
the largest market for this book likely lies.

Chapter 9, “Anatomy and Physiology of the Neuromuscular
Junction”, has been reorganized and the discussion has been
expanded. An abundant number of new references have been
supplied for Chapter 11, “Activation Procedures and Other
Methods”. Chapter 13, “Techniques to Assess Muscle Function”, has
been expanded to include some new techniques and there has been
an extensive review of new information with accompanying
pertinent references. 

Chapter 14, “Types of Electromyographic A b n o r m a l i t i e s ” ,
contains many new references and sections on continuous muscle
fiber activity and cramp. The discussions in Chapter 16, “Single-
fiber and Macro Electromyography”, contains many useful tables
and expanded discussion on the techniques. Chapter 17, “The Blink
Reflex”, contains very well-organized and updated logical
discussion of this useful technique.

There are three new chapters. Chapter 8, “Other Techniques to
Assess Nerve Function”, brings together some topics that were
discussed elsewhere in previous editions and adds to them some new
topics to produce a very handy chapter. Chapter 21, “Motor Evoked
Potentials” is a particularly welcome addition to this standard text
even though the techniques are not in general use. Chapter 22,
“Electrodiagnosis in the Pediatric Population” is very brief but
introduces this important topic to electromyographers who may be
required to see occasional pediatric patients as part of their practice. 

This text is an excellent reference for any laboratory but it will
best serve medical residents, Fellows and technologists who are
beginning their training. It is an excellent syllabus for any training
program. It is clearly written and it is very easy to read. The
diagrams are very clear and the captions appropriate and concise. As
always, the price of modern texts, this one included, will require
careful consideration before purchase.

John D. Brown 
London, Ontario
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